
Journey Spain Dec 2020/ Jan 2021
"sometimes" Barbara drives

we like to spend the night in lonely places



Romi and Rico, our spanish dogs love spain

splashing in the atlantic near Cadiz



Coiffeur



southern Spain east of Malaga 



sunset

sunrise



eastern Spain Denia

back in germany – nearby “black forest”



Visits to spain animal shelters Dec 2020/ Jan 2021
Sevilla



Rota (Cadiz)
Christmas gifts - German Christmas cake for the volunteers

Christmas gifts for the Dogs - this are protector bands worth 200 euro



more gifts in the RV

Medicines and bandages that we have collected in Germany for the Spanish
shelters



Barbara locked in :-)

dogwalk with dogs from the shelter



  
east of Sevilla

Here a new shelter will be build. The owner is a Veterinarian 



frames for new dog houses

one of the first pets



the red boxes are electric radiators that we bought at the local hardware store
for the new shelter

the golden ones are german (Aachen) chocolate

Chiclana de la Frontera



bathroom for dogs



shelter clinic

In Gratitude To Our German Friends
That for their great love for animals

have made possible the construction of this clinic.
Chiclana, November 2010



Brenes (Sevilla)



we got an invitation for a paella meal 

the family has very friendly dogs because our dogs are in the RV :-(



Murcia
on the way to a shelter - in the countryside without solid roads

do not get out of the mud without professional help - no damage at the RV!



a very poor shelter

but with very friendly volunteers who are happy about the gifts



and we did not have to starve



About our RV
construction year 2004, total weight 4t, length 7,1m

with extra solar to capture the low winter sun on the parking place Rota





200Ah lithium Power for 4-5 days without Solar or driving
+ 300WP Solar

Two satellite televisions, compressor refrigerator, 2000Watt 230V electricity, 
microwave, gas oven, 160 liter fresh water... 


